Figure 13-27 DEFINITIONS OF ST LOUIS The City of St. Louis comprises only 6 percent of the land area and 11 percent of the population of the MSA.
Figure 13-28 ANNEXATION IN CHICAGO.
Figure 13-33 HOUSING SEGREGATION: GATED COMMUNITY Dana Point, California, a Los Angeles suburb, has a gated community called Lantern Bay.
Figure 13-40 PLUG-IN HYBRID Chevrolet Volt cars are being recharged outside the factory in Detroit where they are assembled.
Figure 13-38 BOSTON PUBLIC TRANSIT Boston’s subway system, known as “the T,” includes heavy rail (top) and light rail (bottom).
One of the most notorious public housing projects, Pruitt-Igoe in St. Louis, was constructed during the 1950s and demolished during the 1970s.
New York’s Soho neighborhood gentrified during the late twentieth century.
FIGURE 13-47 FORECLOSURES AND MURDERS IN HOUSTON (left) Most of the foreclosures were in areas with high percentages of minorities. (right) Most of the murders in Houston occurred in low-income minority areas, and most victims as well as those arrested for murder in Houston were minorities. Compare with maps of Houston’s social areas (Figures 13-12, 13-13, and 13-14).